
YOGA & MEDITATION TO BOOST 
YOUR BOTTOM LINE

Massage Whole Food Health Yoga Meditation

Willow Tree Center is driven by its vision to nourish people mentally, 
spiritually, emotionally and physically. At the core of our vision are 
communities where we explore the tools to living a holistic, sustainable, 

healthy and stress free lifestyle.



If You Heard That 
Something Could:

Benefits of Meditation 
and Yoga

Decrease Stress, Lower 
Health Care Costs:

Help 80% of the managers at work make 
better decisions

Make 89% of them better listeners

Reduce stress levels among all employees by 
a third...

...you and your bosses would probably be 
busting through doors, racing through aisles 
and clearing shelves to stockpile the stuff.

But this isn’t a magic pill that can be bought. 
This miracle drug is yoga, meditation and 
mindfulness training, all of which are begin-
ning to infiltrate corporate America and 
improve the functioning and morale of 
employees. Plus studies are beginning to show 
that these practices benefit the corporate 
bbottom line.

This is no gut-level gamble. A growing body of 
research suggests that yoga and meditation 
may reduce the stress that tends to assail 
bodies confined to desks for hours at a time. 
Companies are investing in the notion that 
limiting stress will translate into fewer employ-
ee absences, lower health care costs and higher 
mmorale, encouraging workers to stick around.

What We Offer:
Meditation

Visioning Process

Emotional Intelligence Counseling

Energy Healing/Psychology

Whole Food Health

Yoga Massage

The healing modalities are offered as a cafe-
teria plan. You and your employees can 
choose one service or any combination. We 
make it affordable.

Please ask for a price sheet that will detail the 
pricing structure.

A study in which Aetna partnered with the 
Duke University School of Medicine found 
that one hour of yoga a week lowered employ-
ee stress levels by a third and cut health care 
costs by an average of $2,000 per year.

Contact us for a customized plan that will best serve you and your employees.

760.458.0150 info@WillowTreeCenter.org

www.WillowTreeCenter.org

10% Discount With
52 Week Agreement
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